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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1143065A2] The assembly to sort wood and cellulose materials, for the production of paper and cardboard, has paddles rotating within
a sieve body with a structured radial gap (ar) between the paddle and sieve surfaces. An assembly to sort wood and cellulose materials, comprises
paddles rotating within a sieve body (2), has a radial gap between the leading end (31) of the paddles in the direction of rotation (dr) and especially
the leading end point or leading edge (310) of the paddle surface (30) towards the sieve, and the facing surface (20) of the sieve body, with a
minimum gap (arv) at the leading end and an increased maximum gap (arh) at the trailing zone (33) or end edge (330) of the paddle. The paddles
of the rotor are arranged in rows over each other, offset by height and/or around the periphery in relation to the sorting and/or peripheral line of
the sieve body. The paddles are fitted to their shafts or the rotor body (300) by screws or rivets and/or an adhesive, solder or welding, especially
so that the paddles can be replaced. The tangent plane (etf) at the leading end zone or near the tip or the leading edge of the paddle, towards
the sieve body, is at an angle ( alpha ) of 0-15 degrees and preferably 0-8 degrees and especially 0-2 degrees with the tangent plane (ets) on the
surface of the sieve body towards the paddle at the radial working line (ezs). When the rotor (300) with the paddles is in position, within the sieve
body, the paddle surface at right angles to the rotor axis has a curvature which is larger than the curvature of the sieve surface towards the paddles.
If the paddles are mounted outside the sieve body, their surface curvature is smaller than the facing outer surface (20') of the sieve body. The
paddles have a plate structure, with a constant thickness (ms) from the leading to the trailing ends, preferably of 2-8 mm and especially 5-6 mm.
The paddle plates are of curved sheets, with parallel outer and inner surfaces. The paddle surface towards the sieve body has a stronger curvature
at the leading zone at the leading tip or edge than in the trailing zones, with a stronger curvature of 5-20% and preferably 10-15% stronger than
the curvature of the facing surface of the sieve body. The curvature of the trailing zones of the paddle surface towards the sieve surface is 0-4%
stronger than the curvature of the facing sieve surface. The transit between the two curvature structures is at the center one-third of the longitudinal
line of the paddle surface, with a steady shift from the stronger to the weaker curve line. The surface of the paddle towards the sieve is parallel to
the rotor (300) axis. The end surface of the paddle surface has a narrow rectangle shape, and both leading edge corners (3101, 3102) are rounded.
On a plan view, the leading end of the paddle surface, in the direction of rotation, is narrower than the trailing end, in the shape of a triangle, delta,
trapezoid or swallowtail. The side edges of the paddle surface are aligned outwards and back from the leading end by an angle of 40-120 degrees
and preferably 60-90 degrees . The side edges are straight, curved or stepped. The paddle surface can be fitted with spaced linear projections
or recesses, pitched at an angle of 10-45 degrees and especially 15-30 degrees to the working end (esf). The projections are held in place by
solder, welding or an adhesive, or recesses are machined out as grooves. The separate paddles at the rotor together form an expanding spiral
configuration in the direction of rotation. The rotor (300), fitted with the paddles, forms rotor modules, with the paddles fitted by carrier bars to the
shafts from the rotor center. The ratio of the minimum paddle surface/sieve surface gap to the maximum gap (arh) is 0.05-0.5 and preferably 0.1-0.3.
An Independent claim is included for paddles with mountings to be fitted to the carrier bars a sleeves, openings, drillings or shoulders, or threaded
holes for screw fasteners.
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